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ABSTRACT
To reach the most vulnerable individuals in under-resourced countries, health communication interventions increasingly move towards the community level. However, little is known about how health information spreads through local social networks. This paper maps the health information network of a rural trading centre in Uganda. As part of a five-year ethnographic study of sustainable community health resources, ego networks were obtained for 231 village residents in March 2014. Using both ethnographic and social network data, we analyze how the village social network is structured, and how this structure may influence the transmission of health information. Results show a network with low average proximity, with a small number of individuals, notably key administrative officials, much closer connected to many other community members than average. However, because of social partitioning in the village network, a number of people are outside the social clusters in which the top influencers are located.
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Introduction

Background

Although public health agencies have long recognised the role of culture in shaping health communication at the community level, the evidence base regarding information flow at the community-level is still small (De Vries & Pool, 2017; Kreuter & McClure, 2004). Given the large cultural diversity to be covered, we actually know very little about community level dynamics of health information. This is particularly the case in many low-resourced, rural communities, where access to accurate health information is problematic (Campbell & Cornish, 2012). At the same time, there is a policy shift towards small-scale, community-based efforts in health communication based on the premise that...
participatory methods increase involvement. However, in a review of 48 studies of health communication campaigns in poor countries, Sood et al. (2014) cautiously note that ‘it would be premature to presume that these community-based communication campaigns are truly community driven and participatory’ (p82). Without a strong evidence base, it is difficult to evaluate what actually works, and what is mere window dressing for business as usual (De Vries & Pool, 2017).

The aim of this paper is to describe how health information is distributed in a rural community. During a two-year anthropological research project on community health resources, ethnographic and social network data were collected detailing community-level social network relationships in a low resourced, rural community in Uganda. We asked how health information diffused through this community network, and which types of people (e.g. chairpersons or community health workers) and/or groups of people are most influenced by this information flow. The study location is Dekabusa, a small trading centre off the main road in Luwero district, about two hours north of Kampala by car.

We turned to social network analysis after we observed how important social groups were for the resilience of local people. Many community members had joined various small groups that supported them in times of urgent need, including funeral, health, agricultural and general saving groups, embedded in a traditional moral context of community work (bulungi bwansi). Many of these local, informal groups served as vehicles for the exchange of health information, underscoring the influence of friendship and family relations in health communication (Musinguzi, 2015). In addition, it appeared that these local networks were more influential than external sources of information, a finding supported by other studies (Adams, 2007; Matouš et al., 2013; Todo et al., 2014). External health communicators were often seen as detached, technical messengers who were not interested in staying, and as such did not gain the same influence as local actors. In Dekabusa, even the local community health workers were perceived by many as co-opted by not-to-be-trusted external (medical) networks, partly as a result of exclusionary recruitment practices (Turinawe et al., 2015). We believe occured not only because biomedical beliefs clash with local, traditional ways of thinking (de Vries et al., 2016), but also because local community members simply put more effort into making sure their message is perceived as credible. In other words, during the course of ethnographic observations, we learned that trusted sources of health information were often more local than external, and typically this meant that credible health information came through informal chatting, rumours, the village chairman, or those community members with some education, able to translate technical knowledge into local vernacular.

Based on these ethnographic observations, and with the intent of finding ways to access this local network for health information campaigns about sanitation, we developed a simple social network measurement instrument to document the potential local health information network. We turned to social network theory to find out how the local social network’s structure influences health information flow. Furthermore, the ethnographic details we had collected on the local social structure allowed us to validate and interpret social network results. It provided unique context to the specific health roles of the most influential actors and interpretation and contextualisation to the findings about power and influence in the village network. We also used the ethnographic knowledge to verify the validity of the mentioned local support groups people attended to in their community.

**Health information networks at the community level**

Studies on social networks have shown that people’s health is socially interdependent and that health and health care transcends the individual-level (Behrman et al., 2002; Kohler et al., 2015; Smith & Christakis, 2008). Network composition, individual network centrality, and network structure are associated with important health behaviours and health and development outcomes in different contexts across multiple levels of analysis and across distinct network types (Perkins et al., 2015). Interestingly, social network studies show similar results despite cultural differences (Adams et al., 2006). Smith and Christakis (2008) concluded that generally, dyadic influences such as spousal and other interpersonal connections, in particular peers, as well as super-dyadic effects (where entire networks influence health outcomes), affect the spread of reproductive health behaviour and emotions.
Chami et al. (2014) found that in-degree, the number of incoming connections, to some extent a measure of popularity, is a significant predictor of self-reported physical health. Furthermore, they found that heads of households with high betweenness, or a brokerage position in between non- or sparsely connected others, tend to avoid poor health behaviours more than most other people who are not in brokerage positions, and are also more susceptible to social influence for preventative health measures.

However, while these findings articulate the relevance of social networks to health behaviour, fewer studies relate this relevance to health communication, and within these even less to the information dynamics at a local, community level. When studies do describe communal health systems, including informal health workers, they typically pay less attention to information and communication networks (e.g. Sudhinaraset et al., 2013). Some exceptions exist. Alvergne and colleagues found that in Ethiopian rural areas, decisions on first-ever use of contraceptives were mostly related to individual demographic and socio-economic characteristics, as well as religious group, whereas the contribution of social transmission from either best friends or contraceptive ever-users in proximate households was minimal (Alvergne et al., 2011). However, their study tells about a population in the early stages of contraceptive uptake, which means that at the time of adoption most of these women were innovators relative to their friendship networks. Other studies show different patterns. In a longitudinal study on contraceptive use in rural Kenya, Behrman et al. (2002) showed that social networks primarily affected respondents’ contraceptive choices through the provision of information, rather than by exerting social influence. Adams et al. mentioned the size of cognitive support networks – defined as networks that provide preventive and therapeutic suggestions and directives – as one of the main influences on child survival among the Fulbe in Mali (Adams et al., 2002). In an urban setting in Tanzania, Mulawa et al. (2016) explained significant clustering of men’s HIV-related normative beliefs and behaviours within their naturally occurring peer social networks as caused by denser (more connected) social networks. Additionally, groups with greater transitivity, where someone’s friends are also friends with each other, may also be characterised by more frequent discussions about health behaviours and the consequences of those behaviours (Burt, 1987).

Overall, information flow as object of study in social network analyses of health dynamics in rural, vulnerable communities has remained quite scarce. What we do know is that in rural settings, local networks have strong influence on the spread of information. Loutfi et al. investigated social networks of young women to see if recruitment into an HIV programme would work better if women were approached based on their social networks (Loutfi et al., 2019). They found that marginalised young women went most often to other women, usually in the same community, and with children if they had children themselves. They also found that rural women were better connected with each other than women in urban areas, although there also were isolated young women in all communities. Similarly, a study of social networks in Malawi by Houston and Hovorka (2007) concluded that in ‘traditional African society’, oral tradition, high degrees of solidarity and mutual support are associated with a stronger influence of family, friends, neighbours, religious leaders, and traditional healers on health-related behaviour, in contrast to generic messages on HIV prevention. Musalia (2005) showed that community wide networks among Kenyan Murang people were not as influential on fertility behaviour as more close knit social networks of family members.

Specific to Uganda, Ssengas, or maternal aunts, are likely to play roles in health communication efforts based on documented historical relationship with young people (Dralega, 2008; Muyinda et al., 2004). Yet, while such insights are quickly used in health communication campaigns as promising practices (e.g. Ybarra et al., 2014) it is not clear what the relative power of Ssengas actually is compared to other social actors in small localities without a broader, social network approach. Writing about other areas in Uganda, Jacobs et al. (2004) reported that health information about STDs – erroneous or not – often comes from parents, teachers and health workers, while Ssengas are not mentioned. Kiapi-Iwa and Hart (2004) identified health workers as the most important category of people providing information on SRHR to young people in Adjumani, northern Uganda. When it comes to common childhood illnesses, Twabeze (2001) pointed out that there is no
documented one of credible studies addressing communication for behavior change in Uganda. Overall, we find no comprehensive description of rural, community level information networks.

**Materials and methods**

Dekabusa is located in central Uganda’s Luwero district, located approximately 60 kms from Kampala city, along Kampala-Gulu road. A significant majority of the people are native Baganda, and speak Luganda. The district was a centre of the guerrilla war activities between 1981 and 1986 during which the health infrastructure was greatly affected. The rehabilitation efforts that followed saw the establishment of the Ministry in charge of Luwero Triangle, including Luwero county. A host of non-government organisations (NGOs) such as Plan International Uganda, AMREF and Association Francois-Xavier Bagnoud (AFXB) have also implemented programmes in the district aimed at improving the health of communities. Dekabusa has no formal treatment facility assigned to its jurisdiction; residents often have to go further away, to private providers or informal providers. Data from Konde-Lule et al. (2010) suggest that health care services in rural areas are provided mostly by private providers (63%), mostly for ambulatory health care, leaving more serious conditions to public hospital care.

As part of a larger ethnographic project and pilot intervention concerning development of sustainable community health resources in poor resources settings in Uganda (CoHeRe), between 2012 and 2014, three team members lived in Dekabusa Trading Center off the main road in Luwero County, and carried out ethnographic research. They participated in community activities – village meetings, parties, funerals – and held informal and formal interviews and focus group discussions with community members. This ethnographic approach provided the trust needed to have access to the community for a social network analysis survey. In March 2014 the Makerere University study team conducted a social network census in the village of Dekabusa. Ego networks were obtained for 231 adults living in Dekabusa, which composes nearly the entire adult population. The estimated number of missing adults is about 10, maximally 20. Criteria for inclusion were that respondents were 18 years or older, have a residence in Dekabusa, or spend three or more days a week in the village. Although formal population data are lacking, other household surveys conducted as part of this project estimate that around 500 individuals, including children, comprise the entire population. Respondents were asked the main question: ‘to which five people would you go for health information?’ In our approach, we presumed that health communication is generic in its content and mode of diffusion. This may be a simplification, since health communication and its flow through social networks may be fundamentally different based on type of information sought: communicable disease prevention information might flow through one network while pregnancy related information through another. However, because asking directly about health may selectively probe for a certain response, and also because we wanted to know if health networks differed substantially from other types of social networks, respondents were in addition asked in more general terms about their social networks without explicitly mentioning health in order to compare and complement the health answers. These included: with whom they spend the most time, who their friends are, who they would call influential, and finally who had recently helped them. The answers to these questions created five different social networks emerging from the pertaining social contacts of residents in Dekabusa around the time of measurement, of which one network is specifically about health. We only included five contacts for each network because more contacts would not be needed considering our aim of uncovering the most important individuals. Although these important individuals themselves can only list five names, as everybody else, they can be mentioned by many more others as influential. Merluzzi and Burt (2013) investigated this issue systematically and concluded that asking for five names is enough to assess informal power centrality, a measure of influentialness, which makes interviewing a great deal more feasible compared to asking for (many) more names. The consequence of this decision is that the average distance (hops through the network from one person to another) is somewhat overestimated, and in actuality is shorter due to the availability.
of ties that are not recorded in the data. Note that the social contacts to be listed were not restricted to others living within village boundaries (inclusion criteria) but included outsiders living in any other surrounding village or area but visited the area for three or more days per week. Based on this listing of the different ties by the 231 adult respondents, a network consisting of 715 people in total emerged, shown in Figure 1 shown below.

Social network analysis was conducted using UCINET and igraph (an R package). To calculate the distribution of informal power-centrality, we used Bonacich’s well-known measure (Bonacich, 1987). Bonacich’ power-centrality measure is a refined way to measure someone’s influentialness because it acknowledges that on top of her direct influence, indicated by indegree, (s)he also has some influence on people one removed, i.e. at distance two. A focal actor’s power, or influentialness, thus not simply depends on how many people ask her for advice, but how many well-connected people ask for advice. How much less indirect contacts contribute to focal actors’ power is indicated by a parameter \( b < 1/\lambda \), where \( \lambda \) is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix \( A \) (Bonacich, 1987). Longer paths than two are truncated, because influence then dilutes to insignificance (Luo et al., 2017; Pinheiro et al., 2014), and power centrality is defined accordingly as indegree plus weaker influence \((b < 1)\) at distance two,

\[
c_p = A^T1 + bA^T(A^T1),
\]

where \( A^T \) is the transpose of the adjacency matrix, \( 1 \) the unit vector, and \( c_p \) a dimension-less measure that makes it possible to compare and rank order individuals’ power (cf. Figure 2). To detect clusters, the difference between actual within-cluster densities and expected densities in a randomised counterpart of the network (with the same degree distribution) was maximised, using the ‘Louvain’ algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008). Because social groups, or network clusters, form on the basis of lived social life, not according to researchers’ pre-determined categories, we here used all networks rather than one of the subnetworks, including non-residents who may co-determine clusters within Dekabusa.

Next to the use of the social network analysis, we also asked all respondents in the social network survey to list any local support groups they attended to in their community from which they received a lot of important advice. Groups can be big or small, formal or informal. In this way we received information about 55 self-identified groups, based on information from 140 of the 231 respondents, or 61% of surveyed respondents who self-identified with one or more groups to get important information, including health. The full list is provided in Appendix I. These self-identified groups were not used in the network analysis.

The qualitative data and observations made to contextualise the network analysis have been documented using qualitative analysis software (QSR Nvivo). Preliminary social network findings were discussed with the ethnographic team leading to the identification of the most influential individuals in the village and enabling contextualisation of the social network data using ethnographic information. An advantage of the combined use of these methods is the ability to check the validity and relevance of the social network data.

**Results**

**A sparse, long-distance information network**

During fieldwork, many residents at first noted that health information would come from health workers conducting checkups, this interpretation was quickly abandoned when we asked about public health issues, such as vaccination campaigns, sanitation or sexually transmitted diseases. For most residents, such information starts with close, trusted care individuals in the community. These are neighbours, friends, family who provide financial and health care support, and in case of illness spread information around in the village after they learn one of their close relationships is sick. One respondent said:
People talk about it in the community, you will hear them say, in so and so’s home there is measles. And sometimes the head of the home where measles is can come and tell you about it, someone can come and during the conversation you talk about it and they say, hmm, so and so’s child was visited by mukulu. Then you know that it’s measles … when you are there in the garden and meet, you can talk about it …

Despite this decentralised spread of information, our ethnographers indicated that information in the village travelled quite fast. For example, if one of the chairpersons of a village savings group stole money, the whole village knew quickly. The same pattern was observed with other rumour types of information, such as gossip about who had which kind of sexually transmitted diseases, who is having a sexual relationship with whom, and what kind of witchcraft was circulating around. Even information that was not popular, like techniques for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of sexual diseases or the efficacy of circumcision as an HIV prevention strategy, spread quickly.

We evaluated how these ethnographic observations compare to the social network data. Figure 1 shows an overview of the network of 231 people living in Dekabusa plus their social contacts in other villages (in total, n = 715).

Socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents are shown in Table 1.
The overall network is decomposed into five subnetworks: (1) giving health related information; (2) spending time with; (3) friendship; (4) giving important information; and, (5) providing help. These sub-networks are analysed separately below.

For information to be transmitted relatively fast and reliably, it is important that distances are short, else information gets distorted or lost or arrives late. The average distance can be calculated meaningfully if the network is a component (when everybody is (in)directly connected to everybody else); if it is split up in disconnected components or (sub)communities instead, the distance is by definition infinite, or undefined, and information from one component cannot be received from, or transmitted to, other components of the network. Only the network with all types of ties taken together forms one connected component, with an average distance of 4.61 steps, close to the distance in a randomised version of the network with the same density (0.0039) over a hundred simulations, where it is 4.22 on average. This is rather long, though: most information, with the exception of some spectacular rumours, travels no further than just a few steps. In the health advice network among the 231 adults in Dekabusa, the average distance is even 5.07. When looking at the distance from the eight most influential people (discussed below) to the remainder, however, it turns out that 216 out of 231 people can be reached at a distance of one or two steps. Hence the most central individuals are relatively close to the majority, and could in principle disseminate their health advice rapidly. This explains the paradoxical finding of the long average distance based on the network

Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average age</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average nr. y in village</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No schooling</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Done primary school</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary secondary</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married with a spouse</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data and the interpretation that this means a relatively slow spread of information and the contra-
dicting ethnographic observations suggesting a fast spreading of rumours.

**Network clusters and self-identified groups**

The apparent contradiction may be further resolved when realising that social life always clusters into groups. It is known that within groups, where people identify, and more easily share information, with one another and information flows through multiple channels, transmission tends to be fast and effective (Centola, 2010), yet this is less so across groups. It was therefore believed that overall information transmission would be slower in a clustered network than in randomised versions of it, where individuals would be connected to arbitrary others and average distance would be considerably shorter. In actuality such random networks without clusters do not exist, but when created for an experiment, transmission turned out to be slower than in clustered networks with longer average distance (Centola, 2010). This experimental finding complements the proximate central actors explanation of relatively fast information transmission in a clustered network with a large average distance, even though not everybody will be reached in actuality. In the health information network in and around Dekabusa, the community detection algorithm found 18 groups (modularity = 0.48). Figure 2 shows the distribution of respondents across the 18 different clusters based on health network data only, not on activities (that the algorithm is unaware of) or self-

Of the five subnetworks constrained to residents of Dekabusa, each has a largest connected component, comprising the majority of inhabitants but leaving some disconnected, although everybody is embedded in, and ultimately connected by, the overall network. Table 2 shows these numbers.

Next to the social network analysis, we also asked all respondents in the social network survey to list any local support groups they attended to in their community from which they received a lot of important advice. These groups can be big or small, formal or informal. In this way we received information about 55 self-identified groups, based on information from 140 of the 231 respondents, or 61% of surveyed respondents. The full list is provided in Supporting File 1. Analysis of the overlap between these 18 statistical clusters and the self-identified group membership showed that all groups other than the smallest had at least 25% of the members claiming membership to a specific village group, with the highest membership claims in clusters 3 (56%), 10 (50%), 13 (45%), 7 (44%) and 12 (42%).

In actuality, clustering can both increase information transmission, as in Centola’s (2010) experiment, but can also impede it if some groups, for whatever reason, are reluctant to accept certain information from (some) other groups. Moreover, the actual influentialness of the most central individuals also depends on their legitimacy in the different village, gender and age groups. If C wants health advice from B and B from A, this does not imply that in all cases, C wants health advice from A. After all, transitivity is stochastic, not deterministic. To find out more about the groups and residents’ perceptions of the central individuals, the ethnography is important.

**Power and influence in the village network**

Health information is normally communicated through the typical community structures, with the Local Council (LC) chairman in a prominent position. As an informant told us:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subnetwork</th>
<th>Number of people in largest component</th>
<th>Remainder number of people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giving important information</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving help</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spend time with</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health advice</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It’s the chairman who came and told me. Some information I get from radio but radio doesn’t give us the news of the village. So for the village it’s usually the LC chairman. In some cases also I may be in a village meeting and they tell you that there is this and that going on please go, or that there is say people checking eyes, go and they check. They tell you the time and say that the doctors will be going to the hospital. So I get to know these things.

Ethnographers attended at least three village meetings convened by the LC Chairman where information about voluntary circumcision, eye check-ups and general community hygiene were passed on to the people. But it’s also other individuals. For example, one young community member who studied up to senior five (one year short of completing high school) and is able to read appeared crucial for many in helping them understand written health information. Community informants told us that ‘if he had not studied very highly, he would not be able to inform us like he was doing’. Another example is a ‘lady from the hospital who normally comes around to tell us on health issues’ (referring to social network respondent ID 3006). This informal channel appears typical. Often formal health information extension is not directly spread to Dekabusa as the areas is remote, and this role is given to ill-trained and unsupported local community health workers, referred to as Village Health Teams (VHT).

Those [VHTs] move around the villages telling people that they have to be clean, provide first aid to the people. For example they are given coartem to give to parents of children who may have malaria. These have played a big role in passing on information to our people.

Although the Village Chairman could be seen as representing the formal structure of government, what is crucial is to understand that information from the chairman or other community members was often seen as more trustworthy than information that came from outsiders. Community members told us: ‘local people can’t bring me lies’. Local people were seen as people whom they live with, friends in the village, neighbours. Messages from outsiders were often mistrusted and community members preferred obtaining information from someone with a liaison to the local authorities or the village LC chairman because these people know their people very well and would know how to approach them.

And the people believe in them. Just like you see how the chairman mobilizes us to participate in research. If another person comes to mobilize them, people may be suspicious and create reasons not to be available. They may for example say that they are going somewhere. So the local leaders and the people share a mutual relationship. We honor them and they honor us.

The social network analysis shows more detail of the distribution of this relative power. Determining which actors are best positioned to distribute information through the network can be decisive in health care interventions (Valente, 2012). The results of Bonacich measure of power-centrality (see method) for all networks and the health network separately are shown in Figure 3, and show that very few people are highly influential, while most people are hardly any influential at all. These highly skewed distributions, called power laws, are also found in the number of contacts (indegree distribution) and are ubiquitous in social (and other) networks (Clauset et al., 2009).

With respect to Bonacich’ power-centrality measure for all five networks, $b = 0.3$, with the exception of the important information network where $b = 0.4$; this parameter says how strongly people at distance two are influenced compared to direct contacts, respectively 0.3 and 0.4 times.

**Characterisation of the most influential actors**

As there is a clustering into groups, those who broker between groups can be important, to be computed by betweenness centrality. Someone with high betweenness centrality stands in between many others who have no access to each other directly, and indirect access only (or mainly) through the broker. Again, this measure is truncated to distance two, which here means the distance from one of broker’s contacts through the broker to another contact (Bruggeman, 2016). This truncation is based on research on information transmission by Burt (2010) and Aral and Van Alstyne (2007). In the health network, the two brokers with much higher betweenness than the rest turn out to be also
the two most influential people; see Table 3 for the most influential people and Figure 3 for the entire distribution.

Overall, the same two actors are at the top in all five networks. These two people hold unique administrative functions in the village, and their power centrality scores as well as their positions as brokers connecting groups makes them stand out above all the rest. The highest ranked person on the list (2034) has a high administrative position. He is consulted by all community members, young and old, for a range of issues including personal advice. He is generally good natured, loved and trusted. His high score by many concerning health information is somewhat puzzling as he is not seen as a role model in terms of home hygiene. This score is better explained by the observation that generally people make sure not to talk ill of him. The second highest person on the list (2058) also holds a high administrative position and is involved in local saving and burial groups. Her friendliness and leadership capabilities makes that she is indeed regularly approached by many for advice, particularly women and young men. She is a power broker and influential in social groups. She closely associated herself to our research team and the village health workers (VHTs).

The third to sixth in the list have nearly the same power centrality. The third (1019) is a local government official representing the parish at the sub-county leadership council; rich by all standards in the community and influencing many of the decisions of other local leaders. Our ethnographers note that many respect him and value what he says because of his position. The youngest on the short list (1020) is a community health worker. He owns a solar powered battery and a motor bike (bodaboda) which he uses as a taxi sometimes, which makes him crucial for emergency transport needs at night. He is well connected and his father’s home is where infant and child immunisation outreaches are hosted. He is quite sociable and caring and seen as one of the most respected individuals in the community. Moreover, he has also set up a video hall at his home now, which

Table 3. The most central people in the health information network, limited to residents of Dekabusa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Power centrality</th>
<th>Indegree (direct contacts)</th>
<th>Betweenness (brokers linking groups)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>109 (1)</td>
<td>446 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2058</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>76 (2)</td>
<td>141 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1019</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>22 (6)</td>
<td>36 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14 (11)</td>
<td>14 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24 (4)</td>
<td>70 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3059</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8 (15)</td>
<td>19 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25 (3)</td>
<td>108 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21 (7)</td>
<td>96 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Between brackets are rank order positions for, respectively, indegree and betweenness.
gives him more influence especially among the youths who frequent the video hall to watch local and western movies. The fifth on the list (2050) is a good friend of number two (2058) and is very active with almost everybody in the community. As she has a very friendly and social personality, she is seen as chit chatting with almost everybody. When it comes to health information, it seems that it is actually the sixth on the list (3059) who really has influence, particularly when health is seen to encompass spiritual and social-conflict situations. This elderly lady is a calm, composed woman with a very clean household and is respected by many in the community. She is for many an example of a person who does not have a quarrel with anyone, and therefore becomes a suitable person to mediate when two members of the community conflict on anything. She helps women with marital problems a lot and many couples look to her for advice.

The seventh person on the list (1029) is a retired mason who is highly respected and loved. He is very elderly and many people look to him for advice on almost all issues concerning daily life challenges in marriage and familial relations. He is slightly richer than many needy persons in the community and is seen as generous. He is a community health worker for Dekabusa and a friend of the LC chairman who consults him regularly. The next two in line have power centrality scores of 35, and the rest has so much lower scores than the top of the list that their influence is insignificant.

Of these two with score 35, there is one with high brokerage (1021) who owns a local brew bar and is sociable with many people in the community. As she has aged, she is highly respected among men and women of younger age groups. She is a traditional birth attendant, and has helped many women and men with advice concerning management of pregnancy and also good at family counselling. Compared to her female age mates, she is relatively well-off and thus is seen as quite resourceful for needy neighbours and friends. Her local brew bar hosts a loose group of men who meet for a drink after farm work almost on a daily basis.

Although the people presented above are the most influential in the health network as a whole, this type of analysis might overlook the influence actors may have over certain demographic groups, such as age and education. Table 4 shows the most influential people for elderly, youth, men and for women. Notice that here, influentialness is simply calculated by indegree, leaving out influence beyond direct contacts. The results show that there are no different group leaders for the different age groups and genders. The two most prominent positions are again, and in the same order, taken up by the two top administrators, 2034 and 2058.

Finally, we looked at the overlap of the most influential people with cluster membership. From this it turns out that the top two most influential people both belong to the largest cluster (13, highlighted in hot red, see Figure 2), with further membership of the next three influential people in clusters 3 and 12 (in darker orange, Figure 2), while the rest of the most influential respondents spread over clusters 1,6,7,8, 11 and 14 (in lighter orange, Figure 2). As a result, all of the smaller clusters and the somewhat larger clusters 16, 17, and 18 are remote from the influence of the dominant group.

**Discussion**

The ethnographic data shows that in the largely non-literary community of Dekabusa, health information primarily flows through conversational networks, with at its core dyadic relationships between close, trusted community members. Entry points for external health information are specific information brokers who are trusted individuals. As one respondent said: ‘local people can’t bring me lies’. What is evident is that only few actors have high popularity, proximity, brokerage and
power-centrality. This small group of people has a crucial health information role in the community health system. It includes the already mentioned top administrators (one merely powerful and another one also charismatic leader), two district health workers (a Parish representative and a regional community health worker leader), a conflict mediator, a natural helper and carer (and friend of the administrators), and two community health workers with different demographics (one aged and council to the chair, another young with emergency transportation options and a video hall).

The social network analysis further shows a relatively large average distance between actors. Most information, with the exception of some spectacular rumours, travels no further than just a few steps, and intimate or complex information rarely travels further than the single step from source to receiver. Although the two most influential people can reach many people directly, both of them are members of the same subgroup. Cleavages between subgroups may prevent health information to be transmitted from one group to another. Given weak extension services and a missing nearby health centre, a strong reliance on social network-based information spread by a small number of major influencers may leave some people uninformed. An additional complication is that tensions between certain personalities who hold key information and other community members may imply that some people will be excluded. Indeed, one informant noted about the community health worker: ‘But the one they appointed in our area … let me say if he has jealousy and misunderstanding with you, he does not come to you. So at times we do not get to know’.

Community cleavages and a skewed distribution of influentialness are not special for Dekabusa but are characteristic of many communities throughout the world. Based on our findings we therefore recommend that health communication outreach efforts first identify the local ‘team’ of the most influential actors – some of whom most likely have pre-existing links to formal or informal health systems – and support efforts of this group to work together. Because parts of the community beyond a cleavage may remain untouched by this core group, however, additional outreach efforts will have to be made. In other words, a community engagement strategy that only relies on the top influencers is not sufficient, particularly in the case of urgent health information needs, such as during an epidemic outbreak. This confirms observations made by Loutfi et al. (2019) regarding rural populations in under-resourced settings on the need to diversify recruitment strategies.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we asked how health information diffused through a village community in rural Uganda using a combination of detailed ethnographic and social network data. The study confirms the importance of working with community members who are trusted (Todo et al., 2014). Ethnographic information suggests a relatively rapid spread of information, particularly rumours and gossip, but also health information. The latter is confirmed by social network analysis indicating the relatively high influentialness of the two most central players, with administrative roles, complemented by a small group of actors with a supportive role for the transmission of health information. This group of influencers taken together stands at a close distance to most residents. However, asking only the top influencers to distribute external health information means that a number of residents will not receive information in a timely manner, if at all. This is because the social partitioning in the village network leaves a number of people disconnected from the social clusters in which the top influencers are located. The network of relationships shown here, together with the ethnographic detail, are a unique source of data that may be compared with data from other areas to establish a general pattern representative of many similar rural and under-resourced environments.
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